NYTF G.I. JOE PRODUCT COPY 2020
G.I. JOE Classified Series
G.I. Joe Classified Series Snake Eyes Deluxe Action Figure (Hasbro Pulse Exclusive)
(Ages 4 and Up/ Approx. Retail Price: $39.99 / Available: February 21, 2020)
The triumphant return of G.I. JOE begins on Hasbro Pulse with exclusive collector’s edition Snake Eyes
Deluxe Action Figure, the first time the iconic character has been depicted in 6-inch scale. Snake Eyes is
a total mystery, but his unique combination of skill, stealth, Arashikage training, and strength of
character make him one of the most elite operatives among the members of G.I. JOE. This Snake Eyes
figure features design and accessories inspired by the original 3.75-inch figure released in 1982, nodding
to the epic history of Snake Eyes figures that came before while providing exciting updates that bring
the G.I. JOE ninja into the modern era. In addition to multiple points of articulation that make it highly
poseable, the figure comes with an exclusive Arashikage Ninja Clan-inspired gear storage rack that
features premium detailing and can be loaded up with included accessories such as the character's
signature katana, sheath, and multiple other pieces of ninja gear. This Snake Eyes figure also comes in
exclusive packaging for Hasbro Pulse, featuring foil effects and original artwork from Tracie Ching.
Available for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 21, 2020 at 8AM EST.
G.I. JOE Classified Series Scarlett Action Figure
(Ages 4 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: June 1, 2020)
YO JOE! G.I. JOE explodes into a larger-than-life era with brand new 6-inch scale figures, evolving classic
characters fans know and love into a highly articulated 6-inch scale with premium deco and details. The
G.I. JOE Classified Series Scarlett Action Figure features a classic design updated to bring the iconic G.I.
JOE field operative, a competitive martial artist with intelligence levels that are off the charts and a selfstyled warrior of justice who’s not afraid to bend the rules to do what’s right, into the modern era. The
figure comes ready for action, with multiple points of articulation making it highly poseable and
accessories inspired by the character’s rich history, including Scarlett’s signature crossbow. The G.I. Joe
Classified Series Scarlett collectible package will also make a mark on shelves, featuring display-worthy
custom artwork from Phil Noto. For G.I. JOE fans new and old, the G.I. Joe Classified Series line of actions
figures captures the pulse-pounding excitement of G.I. JOE in a 6-inch scale. Available at most major toy
retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.
G.I. JOE Classified Series Roadblock Action Figure
(Ages 4 and Up / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: June 1, 2020)
YO JOE! G.I. JOE explodes into a larger-than-life era with brand new 6-inch scale figures, evolving classic
characters fans know and love into a highly articulated 6-inch scale with premium deco and details. The
G.I. JOE Classified Series Roadblock Action Figure features a classic design updated to bring the iconic G.I.
JOE one-man wrecking crew, a gentle giant with exceptional strength and the courage to face any threat,
into the modern era. The figure comes ready for action, with multiple points of articulation making it
highly poseable and accessories inspired by the character’s rich history, including a heavy artillery blaster.
The G.I. JOE Classified Series Roadblock collectible package will also make a mark on shelves, featuring
display-worthy custom artwork from Mike Thompson. For G.I. JOE fans new and old, the G.I. Joe Classified

Series line of actions figures captures the pulse-pounding excitement of G.I. JOE in a 6-inch scale. Available
at most major toy retailers and for pre-order on HasbroPulse.com on February 22, 2020 at 4PM EST.

